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a b s t r a c t
Defect microstructures formed in ion-irradiated metals, for example iron or tungsten, often exhibit patterns of spatially ordered nano-scale dislocation loops. We show that such ordered dislocation loop structures may form spontaneously as a result of Brownian motion of loops, biased by the angular-dependent
elastic interaction between the loops. Patterns of spatially ordered loops form once the local density of
loops produced by ion irradiation exceeds a critical threshold value.
Ó 2014 EURATOM/CCFE Fusion Association. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

The use of ion irradiation experiments for simulating effects of
neutron damage in materials has recently attracted renewed interest [1], stimulated by practical advantages of the method, where a
relatively high irradiation dose can be accumulated over only several hours of exposure to an ion beam, as opposed to several
months or years of exposure typically associated with a neutron
irradiation experiment. Ion irradiation has another advantage that
the relatively low energy ions, as opposed to neutrons, do not initiate nuclear reactions and do not produce unstable radioactive
isotopes during irradiation, hence not making the specimens
radioactive.
The drawbacks associated with ion irradiation tests are (i) the
small (micron) depth of penetration of ions into the material,
requiring application of micro-mechanical methods for the investigation of mechanical properties of ion-irradiated samples, (ii) the
proximity of surfaces, (iii) the fact that primary knock-on atom recoil spectra associated with ion impacts differ from recoil spectra
generated by neutrons, and (iv) the high irradiation dose rate.
The fact that dose rate signiﬁcantly inﬂuences microstructure produced in neutron-irradiation materials tests, is well documented.
Materials irradiated by neutrons at high dose rate show lower
swelling than the same materials irradiated to the same integral
dose at a lower dose rate [2–4]. Irradiation embrittlement resulting
from exposure to high-energy neutrons shows remarkable sensitivity to the dose rate, too, see for example Fig. 12 from Ref. [5],
where exposure to lower irradiation dose rate irradiation is shown
to give rise to greater embrittlement. Similarly, low dose rate ion
irradiation stimulates phase decomposition of Fe–Cr alloys [6].
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The same alloys decompose less under high dose rate ion
irradiation.
Given the highly non-linear nature of microstructural evolution
under irradiation, the need to relate microstructure formed under
ion irradiation to microstructure produced by neutron irradiation
requires the development of computer models explaining the observed dose rate effects.
Within a rate theory treatment, involving single-particle distribution functions and assuming locally spatially homogeneous distribution of defect species, a higher defect production rate gives
rise to the higher average concentration of radiation defects, which
in turn increases the relative magnitude of non-linear terms in the
rate equations, in particular the terms describing recombination of
vacancies and self-interstitial atom defects, or the terms describing
reactions between the defects [2,4]. Elasticity effects are included
in rate theory equations through mean-ﬁeld bias factors that favor
absorption of self-interstitial atoms defects by edge dislocations
over absorption of vacancies [7–9]. What the rate theory analysis
does not normally address is the evolution of a strongly spatially
heterogeneous defect microstructure that forms as a result of elastic interaction between the defects, and the treatment of which requires the use of many-particle distribution functions, or an
equivalent mathematical apparatus. Elastic interactions play a particularly signiﬁcant role in the case of dislocation loops that, as opposed to vacancies, interact even in an elastically isotropic
material, for example in tungsten [10,11].
In situ electron microscope examination of metals irradiated
with ultra-high-energy electrons or energetic ions [12–20] shows
that nano-scale defects generated by irradiation perform stochastic
Brownian motion (diffusion). If the density of defects is high, diffusion becomes biased by elastic interaction between the defects.
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The sequence of frames shown in Fig. 1, and also electron microscope images of microstructure shown in Figs. 2 and 3, illustrate
how interaction between the defects affects microstructural evolution. The images show that in a dense ion-irradiation-induced
microstructure nano-dislocation loops are not distributed evenly,
and instead they form clusters, strings, and rafts [21]. Furthermore,
in situ time-dependent electron microscope observations provide
evidence that, depending on the relative position and orientation
of their Burgers vectors, nano-scale dislocation loops interact
through angular-dependent elastic forces, attracting or repelling
each other.
Simulating real-time and real-space dynamics of microstructural evolution of an irradiated material still remains an outstanding problem. The ten orders of magnitude mismatch between the
nanosecond timescale accessible to a conventional molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation and the 10–1000 s timescale of a typical
in situ electron microscope observation often impedes meaningful
quantitative analysis of experimental data. In situ electron microscope observations show that dense microstructures formed under
high irradiation dose rate conditions evolve through collective
events, involving several defects moving in a correlated way [22],
and resulting in the formation of rafts of nano-scale radiation
defects.
While symmetry-broken solutions of reaction–diffusion rate
theory equations were discussed in the past in connection with
the treatment of irradiation-induced microstructures [24–28], the
origin of spatial heterogeneity of rate theory solutions discussed
in Refs. [24–28] was associated either with the non-linearity of rate
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Fig. 2. Microstructure of ultra-high purity iron irradiated with Fe+ ions to the dose
of 1 dpa at 673 K. The microstructure is formed by dislocation loops of interstitial
type. The large loops seen in the micrograph have Burgers vectors of the a=2h1 1 1i
type.

equations or with the anisotropy of diffusion of defects, and not
with elastic interaction between the defects. In situ observations
illustrated in Fig. 1 suggest that it is the interaction between
radiation defects that gives rise to the formation of locally spatially
ordered defect structures. Interaction between radiation defects is

Fig. 1. A sequence of time frames taken using the g ¼ 110 imaging condition at T ¼ 725 K, which shows evolution of an ensemble of interacting mobile a=2h1 1 1i prismatic
dislocation loops in pure Fe. A bound conﬁguration involving two loops is formed during the time interval between 16.76 s and 18.54 s. Coherent motion of a raft of loops is
seen in the frames corresponding to the 0–2.68 s time interval. An example of cooperative motion exhibited by a bound conﬁguration of several loops is seen in the frames
spanning the time interval between 31.58 s and 36.78 s.
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We assume that the loop Burgers vectors are normal to the loop habit planes, i.e. ðb1  dl1 Þ ¼ 0; ðb2  dl2 Þ ¼ 0. Integration in Eq. (4) is
performed over closed contours C 1 and C 2 , corresponding to the
perimeters of the loops. l is the shear modulus and r is the Poisson
ratio of the material. The tensor T $ ¼ T ab has the form

T ab ¼

expected to play a particularly signiﬁcant role in the limit where
the density of defects is high (this was noted already by Friedel
[29] and Eshelby [10]), i.e. in the limit of high irradiation dose rate.
In this paper, we investigate the stochastic dynamics of interacting nano-scale dislocation loops, extending and developing a
method applied earlier [22,23] to the treatment of diffusion of
nano-dislocation loops with collinear Burgers vectors, and exploring the three-dimensional dynamics of interacting loops with
non-collinear Burgers vectors. In particular, we apply Langevin
dynamics simulations to the interpretation of collective microstructural features found through in situ electron microscope
observations of irradiated materials illustrated in Figs. 1–3.
Langevin dynamics simulations of interacting dislocation loops
are based on solving coupled stochastic differential equations of
the form
a
X Dab @U
dr i
i
¼
þ mai ðtÞ;
dt
kB T @r bi
b

ð1Þ

where

hmai ðtÞi ¼ 0;
hmai ðtÞmbj ðt0 Þi ¼ 2Diab dij dðt  t0 Þ;

ð2Þ

for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N. The temperature-dependent diffusion matrix
Di ¼ Diab ¼ Diab ðTÞ is related to the friction matrix ci ¼ ciab ðTÞ (in dislocation dynamics c is called the drag tensor) via the ﬂuctuation–
dissipation relation

Di ðTÞ ¼ kB T½ci ðTÞ1 :

ð3Þ

Elastic interaction between the loops is given by the following
equation, derived using the isotropic elasticity approximation [30]
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One of the signiﬁcant features characterizing the law of elastic
interaction between prismatic loops (4) is its pronounced angular
character, resulting in the energy of interaction depending not only
on the orientation of the loop normal vectors, but also on the orientation of these vectors with respect to the vector R1 —R2 linking the
centers of the loops, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows that the energy of elastic interaction plotted as a function of position of the
centre of one of the loops depends sensitively not only on the relative position of the loops but also on the orientation of their Burgers
vectors. Furthermore, the ﬁgure shows that this interaction between nano-dislocation loops varies on the electron-volt scale,
which is not dissimilar to the scale of activation energies characterizing thermally activated migration of point defects, see e.g. Tables
1 and 2 of Ref. [31]. Analysis performed in Ref. [22] already showed
that elastic interaction between mobile dislocation loops and vacancy clusters can trap mobile loops on the 100 s, or longer, timescale. A similar argument applies to self-trapping of interacting
loops in the ‘‘center of mass’’ frame, where two or several loops
can form a bound conﬁguration and migrate as one collective entity
on the timescales of seconds, minutes, or even hours.
To understand the origin of this self-trapping, we estimate the
characteristic conﬁnement time for a loop trapped by one of the
potential wells shown in Fig. 4. The rate of escape from a potential
well by diffusion can be estimated as

C

D
W2

expðEb =kB TÞ;

ð6Þ

where D is the loop diffusion coefﬁcient, W is the effective width of
the potential well, and Eb is the effective energy barrier that a loop

Energy of interaction between loops (eV)

Fig. 3. Microstructure of 99.95 wt% purity tungsten irradiated with 2 MeV W+ ions
to the dose of 3:3  1017 Wþ =m2 at 773 K. Incident ion beam direction is close to the
surface normal, which is parallel to the [1 1 3] crystallographic direction. Electron
 imaging condition. The
microscope observations were performed using the g ¼ 121
loops that contribute to the formation of strings are of the 1=2h1 1 1i interstitial
type.
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Fig. 4. Energy of interaction between two dislocations loops in Fe plotted as a
function of the relative position of the loops in real space for the two orientations of
the Burgers vector of the ﬁrst loop, which is situated at the origin of the Cartesian
system of coordinates R1 ¼ 0. The energy of interaction, computed in the isotropic
elasticity approximation, is shown as a function of the position of loop 2, which has
Burgers vector b2 ¼ a=2½1 1 1, along its glide cylinder. The glide direction of this
loop intersects the ðx; yÞ plane at ðx; yÞ ¼ ð60; 60Þ Å. The loop radii are
q1 ¼ q2 ¼ 15 Å. Values of the shear modulus l ¼ 82 GPa (in atomic units
3
l ¼ 0:511 eV=Å ) and the Poisson ratio r ¼ 0:29 for iron are taken from Appendix
1 of Ref. [30]. Open circles represent interaction energies computed numerically
using the double integral expression (4), lines correspond to a simpliﬁed analytical
expression for the interaction energy.
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needs to overcome to escape from the potential well. We assume
that the width of the potential well is W  20 nm (this corresponds
to the collinear orientation of Burgers vectors of the loops in Fig. 4),
and that the diffusion coefﬁcient DðTÞ is given by equation [23,32]
DðTÞ ¼ ðD=2qÞ expðEa =kB TÞ, where D ¼ 5:7  1013 ðnmÞ3 =s, q is the
loop radius (in nm units), Ea ¼ 1:3 eV is the activation energy for
loop migration, and Eb  0:4 eV (this again corresponds to the collinear Burgers vectors of loops in Fig. 4). Using Eq. (6), we ﬁnd that
the lifetime s ¼ 1=C of a self-trapped loop conﬁguration at various
temperatures is s  3 s for T ¼ 500  C, s  130 s for T ¼ 400  C, and
s  2:2  104 s (or, in other words, s  6:25 h) for T ¼ 300  C. These
estimated reaction–diffusion timescales are broadly similar with
what is observed experimentally, see for example Fig. 1, and other
studies exploring the dynamics of migration of nano-dislocation
loops in ion-irradiated iron [15] and tungsten [20].
The estimates for elastic self-trapping timescales given above
involve diffusion coefﬁcients for migrating loops derived from
experimental observations of Brownian motion of the loops [13].
The activation energy Ea ¼ 1:3 eV characterizing Brownian motion
of loops seen experimentally is much higher than the activation
energy  0:024 eV found in molecular dynamics simulations of defects in pure iron [33]. To ﬁnd out whether impurities are responsible for the difference, we use an equation [31] that relates the
concentration of impurities c, in atom per site units, near a defect
(for example a dislocation loop) to their concentration c0 far away
from a defect,



c0 exp  kUB T
h


i:
c¼
1 þ c0 exp  kUB T  1

ð7Þ

Here U is the energy of interaction between an impurity and a defect and T is the absolute temperature. For c0 ¼ 106 ,
U ¼ 0:66 eV (the energy of interaction between an edge dislocation and a carbon atom in bcc iron [34]) and T ¼ 500 K, we ﬁnd that
c  0:82. In other words, in thermodynamic equilibrium carbon
impurities form a dense atmosphere around a dislocation loop even
if the average concentration of carbon atoms in iron is as low as
c0 ¼ 106 ¼ 1 appm. This shows that Langevin dynamics simulations, describing evolving defect conﬁgurations in the long time
scale limit, should necessarily use dislocation mobilities that take
into account the effect of impurity atmospheres.
Among various orientations of the loops’ Burgers vectors, the
collinear conﬁgurations exhibit the highest binding energy, and
also the width of the potential wells describing elastic interaction
between the loops is the largest in the collinear case. Noting this
fact and relating it to Eq. (6), we arrive at a conclusion that an
ensemble of the initially randomly distributed mobile interacting
dislocation loops should exhibit a tendency towards local ordering,
where loops with collinear Burgers vectors form collective relatively stable raft-like conﬁgurations. This hypothesis is conﬁrmed
by direct simulations, where we analyze solutions of Langevin
dynamics Eq. (1) for a large ensemble of migrating nano-dislocation loops. We ﬁnd that loops with collinear Burgers vectors do
form bound conﬁgurations, which remain stable over fairly long
intervals of time, whereas the loops with non-collinear Burgers
vectors do not exhibit any pronounced tendency towards selfconﬁnement and spatial ordering.
Fig. 5 illustrates a typical behavior of an ensemble of interacting
nano-dislocation loops, evolving according to Eq. (1). The evolution
of the system is conservative in the sense that the total number of
self-interstitial atoms forming the loops (or, in other words, the total area of the loops) remains constant throughout the simulation.
We see that the evolution of the system is continuous, and no stationary steady-state is reached on the timescale of the simulation.
This is fundamentally consistent with the diffusive nature of

Fig. 5. Snapshots illustrating evolution of an ensemble of interacting nanodislocation loops simulated using the Langevin dynamics Eq. (1). The loops are
initially distributed randomly in a planar slab of Fe, treated as an elastically
isotropic medium. The loops are conﬁned between the two ð0 1 1Þ-type planes, to
mimic a foil bound by the ð0 1 1Þ-type surfaces. No periodic boundary conditions are
applied; the viewing direction is normal to the slab surface. The loop radii are
chosen at random in the interval between 1 nm and 5 nm, and the loop Burgers
 and a=2½111.
 The loops interact
vectors bi are chosen randomly between a=2½111
according to Eq. (4), where the shear modulus l ¼ 82  109 Pa (in atomic units
3
l ¼ 0:511 eV=Å ) and the Poisson ratio r ¼ 0:29 are taken from Appendix 1 of Ref.
[30]. The temperature of the system is T ¼ 670 K. The top panel shows the initial
conﬁguration of the system, the bottom panel represents a conﬁguration formed
after approximately 40 s. Note the spontaneous formation of quasi-stable string
structures formed by loops with collinear Burgers vectors.

evolution where, because of the thermal noise, there is no possibility of arriving at a steady-state conﬁguration of the system. Simulations show the spontaneous formation of locally spatially
ordered many-body collective loop structures, involving loops with
collinear Burgers vectors, which remain stable over long intervals
of time. These conﬁgurations form spontaneously in the simulations, similarly to how they form in in situ observations, see
Fig. 1. The collective loop conﬁgurations eventually decay as a
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result of loops escaping by diffusion from the action of elastic
forces holding them together. In agreement with the qualitative
argument given in the preceding paragraph, the 3D Langevin
dynamics simulations show that such a self-organization effect,
namely the formation of collective loop raft structures, only involves loops with collinear Burgers vectors. This is consistent with
the analysis of the Burgers vector content of loop rafts observed
experimentally.
The effect of formation of rafts, resulting from the combined action of elastic forces and Brownian motion of loops, is ultimately
related to the fact that the density of loops is sufﬁciently high. Only
in the limit of high density of defects, where the average distance
between clusters of defects, for example nano-scale dislocation
loops, is small, do elastic interactions play a signiﬁcant part. This
highlights the need to include the treatment of elastic interactions
between radiation defects in the models for microstructures
formed in ion irradiation experiments, where the high dose rate
of irradiation produces high densities of defects. Also, the above
analysis shows that interaction and reactions between radiation
defects should be expected to drive microstructural evolution towards the formation of complex self-organized conﬁgurations
and microstructural instabilities – the investigation of which deserves greater effort, focused on unraveling the link between the
microscopic laws of interaction between radiation defects and visible macroscopic manifestations of radiation damage.
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